Abstract
A Performance Evaluation and Improving
Assignment of the Strategic Projects for the
Northern Gyeonggi Province
□
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○ As a result of progress evaluation, projects that are related to external factors
such as the South and North Korean relationship and the central government
decision's delay are not progressing. On the other hand, the Gyeonggi Province's
implementation and budget support projects are progressing without a critical
delay.
- There is no progress in projects of the South and North Korean economic
cooperation
- Transportation infrastructure projects are progressing on schedule, although
progress is slow
- Tourism and culture encouraging projects are showing good progress particular
in the Hantan River World Geopark
- The Pyeonghwa Nuri bicycle path project are in a state of completion
- In the industrial economy sector, the Goyang, Yangju Techno Valley projects, and
Dongducheon National Industrial Complex project are progressing relatively well
- Balanced development projects of the 2nd Regional Balanced Development Plan
are generally progressing well
- Medical and health projects are progressing on schedule
○ In conclusion, It is shown 9 projects for excellent group, 11 projects for good
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group, 5 projects for normal group, 3 projects for poor group, and 1 project for
very poor group.

□

Adj ustment of strategic proj ects in northern Gyeonggi Province

○ In the current 25 strategic projects, it is necessary to adjust the timing and method
of implementation in several projects.
- In the Connecting road project in the South and North Korean area, Road Line 39
should be changed to type of private investment promotion project to shorten the
construction period
- The DMZ ecological and peace zone project should select priority according to
ecological service standard
- The Research project for the site redevelopment of US army zone should reflected
state-led development policy
○ Furthermore, new projects should be added to the list of the strategic
development project as follows.
- Hantan River Basin Development Comprehensive Project
- Project for holding investment attraction exhibition
- Living SOC improvement project
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